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ABSTRACT

Despite the fact that people seek painful yet pleasurable experiences (e.g., roller coaster
rides, massage therapy), the existing hospitality literature offers little guidance on how to market
“pleasurable pain” to consumers. While pain appeals and pleasure appeals are widely used by
hospitality firms, research examining the effectiveness of these hedonic appeals is lacking. To
address this gap, the current dissertation investigates consumers’ affective and cognitive reactions
to hedonic appeals in a series of three experimental studies. Drawing on regulatory focus theory, I
argue that the pain frame―signaling risk involved in a service experience―is more congruent
with a promotion focus that motivates risk taking. In contrast, the pleasure frame better matches a
prevention focus as it relates to risk aversion. In the advertising context, persuasion will be
enhanced when there is a correspondence between hedonic frame and regulatory focus.
Consistent with my predictions, the results of this dissertation suggest that the pain frame
generates more favorable brand evaluations among individuals with a chronic promotion focus,
whereas the pleasure frame is more effective among individuals with a chronic prevention focus
(Study 1). In addition, brand evaluations are enhanced when pairing the pain frame with
promotion-focused information or when pairing the pleasure frame with prevention-focused
information. The underlying reason is that compatible (incompatible) messages reduce (increase)
consumers’ felt discomfort (Study 2). Moreover, I demonstrate that when the pain frame is
employed, offering service guarantees will boost brand evaluations among prevention-focused
individuals but backfire among their promotion-focused counterparts (Study 3). Results from
mediation analyses in the three studies provide convergent evidence that negative affect and
positive affect underlie the observed interaction effects on brand evaluation.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Most hospitality services are enjoyable and offer consumers hedonic value. However,
some hospitality experiences are designed to be physically uncomfortable―there are examples of
people screaming on roller coasters, going bungee jumping, getting a deep tissue massage,
ordering extremely spicy food, and staying at ice hotels―and those who participate seem to enjoy
the pain! While consumers are increasingly interested in collecting extreme or extraordinary
experiences (Keinan & Kivetz, 2011), the existing hospitality literature offers little guidance on
selling “pleasurable pain” to consumers.
Pain appeals have been widely used by hospitality firms. For example, Cedar Point
advertises its terrifying roller coaster experiences as follows: “Terror pounds in your heart as
you're thrown over the edge of Gemini at Cedar Point; Corkscrew twists your body through its
cold steel coils; fear explodes in your brain as Demon Drop crashes you to earth!” Stressing pain
makes a lot of sense because consumers actually consume negative feelings (Andrade & Cohen,
2007). However, pleasure appeals, focusing solely on pleasant feelings, should be also attractive
as humans’ psychical activity is bent upon acquiring pleasure and avoiding pain and is
automatically regulated by the Pleasure Principle (Freud, 1920/1950). While both advertising
strategies are prevalent in the marketplace, research pertaining to understanding the effectiveness
of pain and pleasure appeals is lacking. How can marketers encourage consumers to purchase
pleasurable pain? Are consumers more persuaded by a pain frame (e.g., “Thai massage: Feel the
pain from pressing and stretching―extraordinary pain!”) or a pleasure frame (e.g., “Thai
massage: Feel the pleasure from pressing and stretching―extraordinary pleasure!”)? Who might
be more susceptible to a pain or pleasure frame? What are the mechanisms underlying the
effects?
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I address these questions by merging the “hedonic frame” with regulatory focus theory.
According to regulatory focus theory (Higgins, 1997, 1998), promotion-focused individuals are
oriented toward attaining positive outcomes such as growth and achievements, whereas
prevention-focused individuals strive to avoid negative outcomes and are concerned with safety
and responsibility. Several empirical studies have shown that people’s regulatory orientations
affect their risk propensity, such that a promotion focus encourages risk taking whereas a
prevention focus induces risk aversion (Crowe & Higgins, 1997; Gino & Margolis, 2011; Zhou &
Pham, 2004). Building on these findings, I argue that the pain frame―signaling risk involved in a
service experience―is more congruent with a promotion focus that motivates risk taking. In
contrast, the pleasure frame should match better with a prevention focus as it relates to risk
aversion. Previous research suggests that when there is a regulatory fit, people feel “right” about
what they are doing and such feelings, in turn, lead to more favorable evaluations of an object
(Aaker & Lee, 2006; Avnet & Higgins, 2006). Therefore, I propose that a pain frame should be
more effective with promotion-focused individuals or messages, whereas a pleasure frame should
work better with prevention-focused individuals or messages. In this dissertation, I demonstrate
the proposed fit effects of hedonic frame and regulatory focus in various service advertising
contexts, examine the underlying mechanisms and a boundary condition of service guarantees.
This research has several theoretical contributions. First, it extends research on mixed
affective experiences by investigating consumers’ decision-making with regard to services that
are designed to simultaneously deliver pain as well as pleasure. Second, it extends research on
service advertising by introducing a new message framing strategy (i.e., emphasizing pain or
pleasure) to enhance persuasion with hospitality services. Third, it extends research on regulatory
focus by demonstrating a new regulatory fit (i.e., the fit between hedonic frame and regulatory
focus) and revealing the underlying mechanisms (i.e., negative affect, positive affect, and felt
discomfort) of such effects. Finally, this research contributes to the service guarantee literature by
2

shedding light into boundary conditions where offering service guarantees might enhance or
attenuate persuasion. This dissertation offers several important managerial implications.
Specifically, it provides guidance to hospitality advertisers regarding why, when, and how to use
hedonic appeals and identifies situations when offering service guarantees might be a good/bad
idea. I will elaborate on these in the General Discussion.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Painful Yet Pleasurable Experiences
People Pursue Pleasurable Pain
The hedonic principle―people approach pleasure and avoid pain―is a fundamental
principle that scholars, from ancient Greeks to modern psychologists, draw on to understand
people’s motivations (Higgins, 1997). However, in today’s hospitality industry many service
experiences are designed to be painful. One example is extreme sports like bungee jumping or
skydiving: the motion of a free falling body is an innately aversive situation, eliciting extreme
tension, rapid heart rate, fear of dying, and even difficulties in breathing. In the lodging sector,
“ice hotels,” constructed from ice and snow, have become popular across Canada, Japan, and
many European countries. In addition, hotels and spas offer painful “deep tissue massage” that
realigns deeper layers of muscles and connective tissue via direct strong pressure (icing on sore
areas after the massage is recommended) or “Thai massage” that involves putting the guest’s
body in a variety of yoga-like positions, extensive stretching and pressing, and even walking on
the guest’s back.
Some foods or restaurants are famous as a result of their unpleasant characteristics. For
example, restroom-themed restaurants, where curry chicken is served in toilet-shaped bowls, offer
customers a disgusting dining atmosphere. Some food is painful to the tongue, such as the
exceptionally spicy Chilaquiles (with habanero chili) and Sichuan hot pot covered with a thick
layer of red peppers. The smell of the durian fruit has been described as “rotten onions,
turpentine, and raw sewage” but surprisingly, people love durian for its distinctive, persistent,
overpowering stink. In sum, hospitality customers are indeed interested in purchasing fear, cold,
soreness, disgust, or stink―and they can somehow derive utility from pain.
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Keinan and Kivetz’s (2011) work on collectable experiences sheds some light into why
consumers are attracted to less pleasurable experiences. They argue that painful experiences are
often more memorable or collectable. By collecting these experiences, consumers can check off
items on an “experiential check list” and build up their “experiential CV.” In their field study at
Time Square on a cold New Year’s Eve, people waiting to watch the midnight ball descend were
asked whether they hoped the sky would be clear or that it would snow as forecasted. The
researchers found that people who were told that “This would be the first time in the last 15 years
that it would be snowing on the New Year’s Eve at Midnight” were more likely to prefer snow as
compared to those who did not receive this message, because they thought the pain from standing
outside for hours on a snowing night would make their experience more novel, collectable, and
memorable.
However, consumers are also willing to repeat the same or similarly painful experiences
(e.g., roller coaster, foot massage, sauna, fitness boot camp). Thus, there must be other reasons
for pain seeking besides memory collection. Andrade and Cohen (2007) suggest that people
actually consume negative feelings. The more scared you feel watching a horror movie, the more
you enjoy it. Indeed, the level of pain might signal quality or authenticity of an experience
(Wright, 2005). For example, the most prestigious roller coasters are the scariest ones, authentic
Sichuan dishes are much spicier than Americanized ones, and a professional Thai therapist will
make you hear your bones crack. Furthermore, tough and bitter experiences might give the
consumer a sense of challenge and achievement, as for instance, the feeling of fulfillment after
physical training (Sechrist, Walker, & Pender, 1987; Weyerer & Kupfer, 1994). People believe in
“no pain, no gain” and are ready to derive pleasure from feeling exhausted. In sum, there are
many cognitive reasons to pursue pain.
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Mixed Affective Experiences
Another stream of research examines mixed experiences from a more affective
perspective. Previous work has explored memory of mixed emotional events (Aaker et al., 2008),
online affective responses (Andrade and Cohen, 2007), interruptive breaks (Nelson and Meyvis,
2008), temporal sequences (Labroo and Ramanathan, 2007; Lau-Gesk, 2005), and mixed
emotional appeals (Labroo and Ramanathan, 2007; Williams and Aaker, 2002). Empirical
evidence shows that positive and negative affect can be experienced simultaneously during a
single event (e.g., a horror movie), and the level and pattern of negative feelings does not differ
between those who actively pursue aversive events and those who deliberately avoid them
(Andrade and Cohen, 2007). However, mixed (vs. unipolar) emotional events are more difficult
to recall accurately due to “felt conflict” and this effect is more pronounced among Anglo
Americans (vs. Asian Americans) as they are more motivated to resolve emotional conflict
(Aaker et al., 2008). In the persuasion context, advertising appeals highlighting mixed emotions
are less appealing to individuals who are less comfortable with duality or who construe
information at a concrete, low level, as compared to people with a higher propensity to accept
duality or construe information at an abstract, high level (Hong and Lee, 2010; Williams and
Aaker, 2002). In a similar vein, research shows that product reviews containing contradictory
emotions and ratings receive less extreme attitude ratings among high dialectical thinkers (e.g.,
East Asians) than low dialectical thinkers (e.g., Caucasians) (DeMotta, Chao, and Kramer, 2016).
Therefore, individual differences seem to play an important role in the appraisal of conflicting
affective experiences.
Other work has focused on breaks and sequences of positive, natural, and negative
events. It has been shown that inserting a short break (regardless of its valence) can make positive
experiences (e.g., seating on a massage cushion) more pleasurable and negative experiences (e.g.,
listening to noises) more painful. This is because breaks disrupt hedonic adaption, and
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consequently, intensify the subsequent experience (Nelson and Meyvis, 2008). Moreover, the
sequence of several affective experiences and the similarity between these experiences influence
consumers’ affective coping mechanism (Labroo and Ramanathan, 2007; Lau-Gesk, 2005). For
instance, when consumers focus on the similarity across jellybeans, they prefer separating the
unpleasant and pleasant ones during consumption (e.g., unpleasant -> neutral -> pleasant),
whereas consumers prefer the unpleasant and pleasant ones to be consumed closer (e.g.,
unpleasant -> pleasant -> neutral) when they concentrate on the dissimilarity among jelly beans
(Lau-Gesk, 2005). However, these studies focus on sequential positive, natural, and negative
events, but not a single event encompassed mixed feelings (e.g., feeling painful and pleasurable
simultaneously on a roller coaster). Moreover, while researchers have considered using sad or
happy emotions in advertisements (Labroo and Ramanathan, 2007; Williams and Aaker, 2002),
these emotions are self-generated rather than service-generated. That is, the source of “feeling
happy (sad)” is “starting a new life (leaving old friends)” but not the service itself, while in my
context the roller coaster causes pain and pleasure. Therefore, additional research is needed to
help hospitality researchers and operators understand how to advertise pleasurable pain.
To recap, the existing marketing literature has examined extraordinary, collectable
experiences, mixed affective events, and advertisements with mixed emotions versus pure
emotion. However, prior research has not addressed the question of how to advertise experiential
services that are naturally painful as well as pleasurable, leaving many unanswered but important
questions to service researchers: Do hedonic appeals work in promoting painful yet pleasurable
service offerings? Do chronic traits motivate consumers to approach or avoid pleasurable pain?
Do the advertised benefits of a service affect the effectiveness of hedonic appeals? Do service
guarantees work for painful services? What are the underlying mechanisms? As discussed before,
many hospitality and tourism experiences are designed to be aversive, and in this way, a
pleasurable pain is created. Therefore, these services are an ideal context to explore to whom,
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when, and why “painful services” are preferable. To explore why some people approach
pleasurable pain while others avoid it, I turn to the regulatory focus literature.

Regulatory Focus Theory
Regulatory Focus as a Motivational Principle
Regulatory focus theory (Higgins, 1997, 1998) distinguishes between two motivational
orientations in goal pursuit: a promotion focus that is concerned with achievement and growth,
and a prevention focus that is concerned with responsibilities and safety. Regulatory focus directs
people’s attention to information, such that individuals with a promotion focus are sensitive to the
presence or absence of positive rather than negative outcomes, where the opposite is true for
individuals with a prevention focus. Further, promotion-focused individuals are motivated to
maximize the occurrence of desirable outcomes, and therefore, an eager manner is more
compatible with a promotion orientation. In contrast, prevention-focused individuals strive to
steer away from undesirable outcomes, thus, a vigilant manner fits better with a prevention
orientation (Higgins, 2000). Consider the goal of earning an A in a class: an eager strategy would
be reading materials beyond course requirements, while a vigilant strategy would be fulfilling all
course requirements carefully. The eager strategy is more natural for a promotion-focused
student, whereas the vigilant strategy is more compatible with a prevention-focused student
(Cesario et al., 2004).

Operationalization of Regulatory Focus
Regulatory focus can be measured as a chronic trait or manipulated as a momentary state
(Haws, Dholakia, & Bearden, 2010). There are several well-established scales for assessing
chronic regulatory: the Regulatory Focus Questionnaire (Higgins et al., 2001), the BIS/BAS Scale
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(Carver & White, 1994), the Selves Questionnaire (Higgins, Bond, Klein, & Strauman, 1986), the
Lockwood Scale (Lockwood, Jordan, & Kunda, 2002), and the Self-Guide Strength Measure
(Shah, Higgins, & Friedman, 1998). Among these chronic measures, the Regulatory Focus
Questionnaire seems to be the “most frequently employed scale” and “most generally applicable
and suitable scale for theory testing” (Haws et al., 2010, P. 968 and 973), given the good
independence between its promotion and prevention subscales.
There are a variety of methods to manipulate momentary regulatory focus, including
using an ostensibly unrelated priming task or embedding regulatory benefits or concerns in
persuasive appeals. For example, researchers can prime a promotion focus by asking participants
to list their hopes and aspirations, or conversely, activate a prevention focus by asking
participants to write down their duties and responsibilities (Freitas, Liberman, & Higgins, 2002;
Liberman, Molden, Idson, & Higgins, 2001). This is perhaps the most frequently used priming
technique in the regulatory focus literature. Alternatively, researchers can induce regulatory focus
by asking participants to complete fragments of words associated with promotion (e.g., e_g_r
[eager] and h_pe [hope]) or prevention (e.g., d_ty [duty] and s_fe [safe])―a common semantic
priming technique in psychology research (Lee, Keller, & Sternthal, 2010). Moreover, regulatory
focus can be manipulated by highlighting regulatory benefits in a persuasive appeal, for instance,
drinking grape juice can “create greater energy” (a promotion benefit) or “reduce the risk of
disease” (a prevention benefit) (Aaker & Lee, 2001; Lee & Aaker, 2004). These embedded
messages prime a momentary promotion or prevention concern regarding the advertised product.

Regulatory Fit Effects
Regulatory fit effects have been documented in various research disciplines including
health communication, psychology, marketing, organizational behavior, economics and finance.
Regulatory fit suggests that when the manner of people’s goal pursuit fits their regulatory
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orientation, they feel “right” about what they are doing and such feelings, in turn, will transfer
into more favorable evaluations (Higgins, 2000). In general, regulatory fit can be created via two
different approaches: (1) a process-based approach, where individuals pursue their goals in a
strategic manner that sustains their specific regulatory orientation, and (2) an outcome-based
approach (also known as regulatory relevance), where individuals are exposed to an outcome that
matches their specific regulatory concern (Aaker & Lee, 2006; Avnet & Higgins, 2006; Motyka
et al., 2014).
A classic way to operationalize the process-based regulatory fit involves two steps
(Freitas & Higgins, 2002). The first step primes regulatory orientation by asking participants in
the promotion (prevention) focus condition to list their “hopes and aspirations” (“duties and
responsibilities”). The second step primes an eager (a vigilant) strategic manner of goal pursuit by
instructing participants to write down strategies to “make sure everything goes right” (“avoid
anything goes wrong”). Crossing the regulatory focus and strategic manner yields fit conditions
(i.e., promotion/eager, prevention/vigilant) and non-fit conditions (i.e., promotion/vigilant,
prevention/eager). Prior research demonstrates that regulatory fit or “feeling right” experience can
spill over to unrelated object evaluations. For instance, participants were asked to evaluate
photographed dogs after the classic regulatory fit induction task, and it was shown that
participants in the fit condition rated the dogs more favorably than those in the non-fit condition
(Higgins, Idson, Freitas, Spiegel, & Molden, 2003). Previous work also suggests that regulatory
fit can transfer into monetary value, such that people were willing to pay 40%-70% more for the
same product (e.g., a mug) when they “felt right” during the decision making process (Avnet &
Higgins, 2006; Avnet & Higgins, 2003; Higgins et al., 2003). Furthermore, previous research
shows that regulatory fit improves self-regulatory performance: people who experienced fit
performed better in a subsequent physical endurance task, chose healthier food options, and were
more willing to get tested for hepatitis (Hong and Lee, 2008).
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While the process-based approach is concerned with the strategic manner a goal is
pursued, the outcome-based regulatory fit comes from the matching or relevance of message
frame and regulatory focus (Aaker & Lee, 2006; Avnet & Higgins, 2006; Motyka et al., 2014).
For instance, Lee and Aaker (2004) demonstrate an interaction of gain/loss framing and
regulatory focus on persuasion, such that appeals presented in gain frames are more effective
when emphasizing a product’s promotion benefits, whereas loss-framed appeals are more
effective when highlighting a product’s prevention benefits. In another paper, Aaker and Lee
(2001) reveal an interaction of self-construal and regulatory focus, such that individuals with an
independent self-construal are more persuaded by promotion-focused information, whereas
individuals with an interdependent self-construal are more persuaded by promotion-focused
information. Moreover, in relation to the process-based regulatory fit, the outcome-based research
has a relatively stronger focus on advertising (Aaker & Lee, 2001; Lee & Aaker, 2004; Lee et al.,
2010; Mogilner, Aaker, & Pennington, 2008). In this stream of research, brand evaluation is
common dependent variable for measuring persuasion (e.g., Aaker & Lee, 2001; Lee & Aaker,
2004; Lee et al., 2010).
While regulatory fit has been an important research topic for two decades, a recent
research trend in this area is to discover new fit effects of regulatory focus and other interesting
constructs. For example, promotion versus prevention focus has been associated with risky versus
conservative financial products (Zhou & Pham, 2004), distant versus proximal temporal
perspectives (Mogilner et al., 2008), eager versus vigilant nonverbal styles (Cesario & Higgins,
2008), and high versus low construal levels (Lee et al., 2010). To extend this stream of regulatory
fit research, this dissertation will examine the fit between hedonic frame and regulatory focus.
It is important to note that the hedonic frame refers to advertisements highlighting
feelings of pain or pleasure during consumption and need to be distinguished from a previous
article on hedonic motive, which frames hedonic outcomes in terms of gain, non-gain, loss, and
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non-loss (Malaviya & Brendl, 2014). Specifically, Malaviya and Brendl (2014) examine
messages highlighting pleasurable outcomes when a product is used (i.e., including the juice in
your diet would “allow your body to reach its peak energy potential” [gain] or “keep you safe
from disease” [non-loss]) and messages emphasizing painful outcomes if a product is not used
(i.e., excluding the juice in your diet would “deprive your body from reaching its peak energy
potential” [non-gain] or “increase the risk of disease” [loss]). In contrast, the hedonic appeals in
my dissertation are about feeling painful versus pleasurable, literally. Furthermore, while
Malaviya and Brendl (2014) also manipulate a pleasure versus pain mindset (e.g., “imagine that
you are able to attain your regulatory goals” to induce a pleasure mindset, whereas “imagine that
you are not able to attain your regulatory goals” to induce a pain mindset) and examine how such
a mindset influences responses to information regarding gain, non-gain, loss, and non-loss. The
current dissertation does not investigate pre-existing hedonic mindsets.

The Fit between Hedonic Frame and Regulatory Focus
Hedonic Frame, Risk-Taking, and Regulatory Focus
Pain is negative in valence as it creates a threat to consumers’ physical or psychological
well-being. While people know certain services (e.g., Thai massage, cross-fit) will cause pain and
they want the pain, they are not sure whether they are going to like the levels of pain before trying
it themselves. Thus, there is risk associated with purchasing painful services. As pain signals risk,
consumers’ risk-taking propensity should play an important role in their decision-making process,
such that those who are more risk-taking will be more willing to approach painful services.
Prior research suggests a link between regulatory focus and risk-taking propensity across
various decision-making situations (Crowe & Higgins, 1997; Gino & Margolis, 2011; Zhou &
Pham, 2004). In the context of task performance, Crowe and Higgins (1997) show that a
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promotion focus causes a “risky” response bias, whereas a prevention focus results in a
“conservative” response bias. In a similar vein, Förster et al. (2003) demonstrate that a promotion
focus leads to faster task performance compared to a prevention focus, while a prevention focus
leads to higher accuracy than a promotion focus. In the context of financial decision-making,
Zhou and Pham (2004) show that people with a promotion focus prefer riskier financial products
(e.g., trading accounts, individual stocks). In contrast, prevention-focused investors prefer options
with less risk (e.g., individual retirement accounts, mutual funds). Moreover, regulatory focus
influences people’s propensity to cross ethical boundaries. Gino and Margolis (2011) suggest that
a promotion focus induces risk seeking and, as a result, leads people to behave in a more
unethical manner (e.g., cheating); the opposite patterns occur when risk aversion is triggered by a
prevention focus. This stream of research provides convergent evidence that a promotion
(prevention) focus encourages (discourages) risk taking. Indeed, risk propensity and regulatory
focus are conceptually aligned: prevention-focused individuals are concerned with security and
safety, thus they are cautious, careful, and forgo risky options to limit the chances of making
mistakes; conversely, promotion-focused individuals are concerned with advancement and
growth, thus they use an eager strategy and are willing to take risk to insure hits (Crowe &
Higgins, 1997; Higgins, 1997, 1998).
Given the association between regulatory focus and risk taking, I propose that the pain
frame is more congruent with a promotion focus that motivates risk taking, whereas the pleasure
frame should match better with a prevention focus as it relates to risk aversion. Therefore, I
predict that the persuasiveness of an advertisement will be greater when there is (vs. not) a
correspondence between hedonic frame and regulatory focus. This proposition is examined in a
series of three studies (see Figure 1). In Study 1, I measure regulatory focus as a chronic trait and
examine consumers’ natural reactions to pain and pleasure appeals. In Study 2, I investigate the
“frame compatibility effect” where regulatory focus is manipulated through advertising messages.
13

In Study 3, I examine a boundary condition of service guarantees. Furthermore, these three
studies will test the mediating roles of negative affect, positive affect, and felt discomfort. A set
of eight hypotheses will be discussed in the following sections.

Figure 1: Conceptual framework

Hedonic Frame and Chronic Regulatory Focus
Study 1 aims to examine how chronic regulatory focus influences consumers’ natural
reactions to hedonic appeals. Based on my previous theorizing, I predict a significant interaction
of hedonic frame and chronic regulatory focus on brand evaluation, specifically:

H1a: The pain frame will generate higher brand evaluations among individuals with a
chronic promotion (vs. prevention) focus.
H1b: The pleasure frame will generate higher brand evaluations among individuals with
a chronic prevention (vs. promotion) focus.

While brand evaluation is the consumer’s cognitive appraisal, “affect” represents the
moods and feelings evoked by an advertisement (Batra & Ray, 1986). There is abundant evidence
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to suggest that ad-induced affect shapes consumers’ cognitive responses to advertisements
(Brown et al., 1998; Mattila, 2000, 2001; Holbrook & Batra, 1987). However, the existing
research on regulatory fit has focused on non-hedonic contexts only (e.g., proposal evaluation,
mug valuation) and has found that the enhanced persuasion from regulatory fit is independent of
affect (Avent & Higgins, 2003; Camacho, Higgins, & Lugar, 2003; Cesario et al., 2004; Higgins
et al., 2003; Idson, Liberman, & Higgins, 2004). In the current research, I focus on hedonic
consumption, and differing from previous regulatory fit research, I speculate that chronic
regulatory focus will influence consumers’ affective responses to hedonic appeals. Specifically,
as prevention-focused individuals steer away from risk, they should experience greater negative
affect with the pain appeal than promotion-focused individuals; in contrast, prevention-focused
individuals should experience greater positive affect with the pleasure frame than their
promotion-focused counterparts. Taken together, I predict (1) a significant hedonic frame by
chronic regulatory focus interaction on negative affect, (2) a significant hedonic frame by chronic
regulatory focus interaction on positive affect, and (3) negative affect and positive affect are the
underlying mechanisms that explain the proposed regulatory fit effect. Formally:

H2a: The pain frame will elicit greater negative affect among individuals with a chronic
prevention (vs. promotion) focus.
H2b: The pleasure frame will elicit greater positive affect among individuals with a
chronic prevention (vs. promotion) focus.
H3: Negative affect and positive affect will mediate the interaction of hedonic frame and
chronic regulatory focus on brand evaluation.
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Hedonic Frame and Regulatory Frame
Study 2 examines the situation where both hedonic frame and regulatory focus are
manipulated in the advertisement. In other words, this study will investigate the “frame
compatibility effect.” Based on my previous theorizing, I expect a significant hedonic frame by
regulatory frame interaction on brand evaluation, specifically:

H4a: The pain frame will generate higher brand evaluations when paired with promotionfocused (vs. prevention-focused) messages.
H4b: The pleasure frame will generate higher brand evaluations when paired with
prevention-focused (vs. promotion-focused) messages.

Recent affective advertising research suggests that incongruent messages increase
consumers’ felt discomfort and consequently dampen persuasion (Hong and Lee, 2010; Williams
and Aaker, 2002). For example, Williams and Aaker (2002) show that mixed emotional appeals
(vs. pure emotional appeals) increase feelings of discomfort among individuals who have a low
propensity to accept duality (e.g., Asian Americans and older adults). Hong and Lee (2010)
demonstrate that mixed emotional appeals cause felt discomfort among individuals who construe
information at a concrete level, and consequently, felt discomfort undermines persuasion. These
studies suggest that felt discomfort plays an important role in understanding advertising
effectiveness. The current dissertation examines consumers’ felt discomfort related to the
regulatory fit effect. Specifically, I expect a significant interaction of hedonic frame and
regulatory frame on felt discomfort, such that incompatible messages elicit greater felt discomfort
than compatible messages. Furthermore, I argue that felt discomfort is the underlying
psychological mechanism that explains the proposed interaction effect on brand evaluation.
However, negative affect and positive affect might be the sources of felt discomfort and they
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should also play a mediating role in the frame compatibility effect. Accordingly, I put forth the
following hypotheses:

H5a: The pain frame will elicit greater felt discomfort when paired with preventionfocused (vs. promotion-focused) messages.
H5b: The pleasure frame will elicit greater felt discomfort when pairing with promotionfocused (vs. prevention-focused) messages.
H6: Felt discomfort will mediate the interaction of hedonic frame and regulatory frame
on brand evaluation.
H7: Negative affect and positive affect will mediate the interaction of hedonic frame and
regulatory frame on brand evaluation.

Hedonic Frame and Offering Service Guarantees
The characteristics of services yield greater risk associated with a purchase decision in
relation to products (Murray & Schlacter, 1990). Painful services are even riskier to purchase. As
prevention-focused individuals are risk-averse, how can hospitality operators encourage them to
try painful services? I argue that offering service guarantees might be a viable way to achieve this
goal. A service guarantee refers to “an explicit promise made by the service provider to (a)
deliver a certain level of service to satisfy the customer and (b) remunerate the customer if the
service is not sufficiently delivered” (Hogreve & Gremler, 2009, p. 324). Prior work suggests that
implementing service guarantees can reduce consumers’ perceived risk in services (Boshoff,
2002; Lei, de Ruyter, & Wetzels, 2008; Shimp & Bearden, 1982). First, service guarantees
decrease consumers’ risk by offering financial compensations if the service fails (Ostrom &
Iacobucci, 1998; Shimp & Bearden, 1982). Second, the presence of a guarantee is a credible
signal of service quality (Andaleeb & Basu, 1998; Bolton & Drew, 1994; Erevelles, Roy, & Yip,
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2001; Lewis, 1993). Third, a service guarantee shows the seller’s strong confidence in his/her
ability to deliver the service successfully, enhancing the customers’ perceived competence and
trust (Berry, Wall, & Carbone, 2006). Therefore, I argue that in the pain-frame condition, offering
service guarantees is particularly effective among prevention-focused individuals. In contrast,
such a strategy will backfire among promotion-focused individuals as they are risk seekers.
However, offering services guarantees should have minimal impact in the pleasure-frame
condition where risk is less salient. Formally:

H8: In the pain-frame condition, offering service guarantees will have a negative
(positive) impact on brand evaluations among promotion-focused (prevention-focused)
individuals. In contrast, such effects are not expected to occur in the pleasure-frame
condition.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
The research hypotheses were tested in a series of three studies, in which I varied the
operationalization of regulatory focus (chronic, framed, primed) and the contexts (amusement
park, massage service, extreme sport). In Study 1, I examined how consumers’ chronic regulatory
focus influenced their affective and cognitive reactions to hedonic appeals. In Study 2, I was
interested in the compatibility effect of hedonic frame and regulatory frame on brand evaluation
and expected that the pattern of results would replicate findings of Study 1. I also predicted that
felt discomfort would be the underlying mechanism explaining why incompatible messages led to
lower brand evaluations. In Study 3, I investigated a boundary condition where service guarantees
were offered. I proposed that service guarantees would be particularly effective among
individuals with a prevention focus but backfire among those with a promotion focus; however,
these effects should be limited to the pain frame. Furthermore, I examined whether the proposed
regulatory fit effect was mediated by negative affect and positive affect across the three studies.

Study 1: Individual Differences in Regulatory Focus
Study Design and Sample
This study utilized a 2 (hedonic frame: pain vs. pleasure) × 2 (chronic regulatory focus:
promotion vs. prevention) quasi-experimental design, with hedonic frame as a between-subjects
factor. A total of 143 usable responses were collected on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
(Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011; Paolacci, Chandler, & Ipeirotis, 2010). In terms of
demographics, the mean age of the sample was 36.8 years (ranging 18-66), 55.2 percent of the
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respondents were male, 80.4 percent were Caucasian, 57.4 percent had a four-year college degree,
and 60.1 percent earned more than $40,000 annually.

Procedure and Stimuli
First, all participants were asked to complete the Regulatory Focus Questionnaire
(Higgins et al. 2001) and a demographic questionnaire. Next, participants were randomly
assigned to view either a pain or pleasure appeal for a roller coaster experience (see Appendix A).
The pain version had the slogan “Fly at the Speed on Pain! Higher, Faster and Crazier Than Ever”
whereas the pleasure used “Fly at the Speed of Pleasure! Higher, Faster and Smoother Than
Ever.” The design of these ad stimuli was based on prior advertising research (Labroo & Rucker,
2010). Finally, participants completed measures assessing negative affect, positive affect, brand
evaluation, and manipulation checks.

Measures
Regulatory focus was measured using the eleven-item Regulatory Focus Questionnaire
(RFQ) which consists of a promotion subscale (α = .77) and a prevention subscale (α = .87;
Higgins et al., 2001), provided in Appendix D. Negative affect was measured using nine items
(nervous, worried, tense, depressed, sad, miserable, scared, afraid, panicky; α = .95) and positive
affect was measured using nine items (happy, pleased, joyful, excited, thrilled, enthusiastic,
surprised, amazed, astonished; α = .94) adapted from Richins (1997). Brand evaluation was
assessed with three items (negative/positive, unfavorable/favorable, bad/good; α = .98) adapted
from Lee and Aaker (2004). To check the manipulation of hedonic frame, I asked participants the
extent to which pain (1) or pleasure (7) was emphasized in the roller coaster advertisement. To
assess the realism of the ad stimuli, I asked participants the extent to which they thought the
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advertisement was realistic (1 = highly unrealistic, 7 = highly realistic). All constructs were
measured on seven-point scales (see Appendix D).

Results
Computing Regulatory Focus
To assess participants’ chronic regulatory focus, I used the “difference self-regulatory
score” approach (e.g. Appelt et al., 2009; Cesario et al., 2004; Higgins et al., 2003; Lockwood et
al., 2002; Uskul et al., 2009). This approach contains three steps: (1) average the promotion items
to get a promotion score and average the prevention items to get a prevention score, (2) create a
difference score by subtracting the prevention score from the promotion score, and (3) perform a
zero split on the difference score1. Therefore, participants with a positive difference score tend to
have a predominant promotion focus and were assigned to the promotion focus group (N = 84). In
contrast, participants with a negative difference score tend to have a predominant prevention
focus and formed the prevention focus group (N = 59).

Manipulation Checks
Results from a two-way ANOVA on the hedonic frame scores indicated a significant
difference between the pain-frame condition (M = 1.65) and the pleasure-frame condition (M =
6.70; F(1, 139) = 496.79, p < .001). Furthermore, the mean rating on stimuli realism was 5.43,
indicating that participants in this study perceived the ad stimuli to reflect real-life roller coaster
advertisements. There was no difference in the realism rating across conditions. In conclusion, the
experimental manipulations were effective.

Brand Evaluation
1

The patterns of the results are similar when using regulatory focus as a continuous variable in
the analyses.
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I performed a two-way ANOVA on brand evaluation. Results indicated a main effect of
hedonic frame (F(1, 139) = 5.42, p < .05), but it was qualified by a significant hedonic frame ×
chronic regulatory focus interaction (F(1, 139) = 14.79, p < .001), visualized in Figure 2. In the
pain-frame condition, promotion-focused individuals (M = 4.78) gave higher brand evaluations
than prevention-focused individuals (M = 3.62; F(1, 139) = 7.73, p < .01), supporting H1a.
Conversely, in the pleasure-frame condition, prevention-focused individuals (M = 5.46) gave
higher brand evaluations than promotion-focused individuals (M = 4.33; F(1, 139) = 7.09, p <
.01), providing support for H1b.

Figure 2: Effects of hedonic frame and chronic regulatory focus on brand evaluation

Negative Affect
I performed a two-way ANOVA on negative affect. Results revealed a main effect of
hedonic frame (F(1, 139) = 7.66, p < .01) but it was qualified by a significant hedonic frame ×
chronic regulatory focus interaction (F(1, 139) = 12.73, p < .001), visualized in Figure 3. In the
pain-frame condition, prevention-focused individuals (M = 3.64) experienced greater negative
affect than promotion-focused individuals (M = 2.39; F(1, 139) = 12.97, p < .001). In contrast,
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such a difference did not occur in the pleasure-frame condition (M = 2.59 vs. M = 2.07; F(1, 139)
= 2.18, ns). This pattern of results is consistent with H2a.

Figure 3: Effects of hedonic frame and chronic regulatory focus on negative affect

Positive Affect
I performed a two-way ANOVA on positive affect. Results indicated a marginally
significant hedonic frame × chronic regulatory focus interaction (F(1, 139) = 3.28, p = .07),
visualized in Figure 4. In the pleasure-frame condition, prevention-focused individuals (M =
4.08) experienced greater positive affect than promotion-focused individuals (M = 3.25; F(1, 139)
= 4.01, p < .05). In contrast, such a difference did not occur in the pain-frame condition (M = 3.43
vs. M = 3.22; F(1, 139) = 1.07, ns). Hence, H2b is also supported. A summary of cell means
(standard errors) is presented in Table 1.
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Figure 4: Effects of hedonic frame and chronic regulatory focus on positive affect

Table 1: A summary of cell means (standard errors)
Experimental Conditions
Hedonic Frame

Response Variables

Regulatory Focus

Brand Evaluation

Negative Affect

Positive Affect

Promotion

4.78 (.27)

2.39 (.23)

3.43 (.26)

Prevention

3.62 (.32)

3.64 (.26)

3.22 (.30)

Promotion

4.33 (.27)

2.59 (.23)

3.25 (.26)

Prevention

5.46 (.33)

2.07 (.27)

4.08 (.32)

Pain Frame

Pleasure Frame

Mediation Analysis for Negative and Positive Affect
I conducted a moderated mediation analysis using the bootstrapping approach (Hayes,
2013). In the moderated mediation model (see Figure 5), chronic regulatory focus was entered as
the independent variable, hedonic frame was the moderator, negative affect and positive affect
were mediators, and brand evaluation was the dependent variable. Bootstrapping results revealed
that negative affect mediated the impact of chronic regulatory focus on brand evaluation in the
pain-frame condition (indirect effect = -.54; 95% CI = -.9647 to -.2331) but not in the pleasure-
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frame condition (indirect effect = .23; 95% CI = -.0477 to .5709). In contrast, positive affect
mediated the impact of chronic regulatory focus on brand evaluation in the pleasure-frame
condition (indirect effect = .47; 95% CI = .0244 to .9633) but not in the pain-frame condition
(indirect effect = -.12; 95% CI = -.5942 to .3576). There results are consistent with H3.

Figure 5: A moderated mediation model for negative and positive affect

Discussion
The results of Study 1 demonstrated that hedonic frame and chronic regulatory focus
jointly influenced consumers’ affective responses and brand evaluations. Specifically, in the painframe condition prevention-focused individuals experienced greater negative affect and exhibited
lower brand evaluations than promotion-focused individuals; in the pleasure-frame condition,
prevention-focused individuals experienced greater positive affect than their promotion-focused
counterparts and thus gave higher brand evaluations. Results from the mediation analysis
confirmed that the impact of hedonic frame and chronic regulatory focus on brand evaluation was
mediated by negative affect and positive affect. One limitation of this experiment was that the
results were correlational in nature, as regulatory focus was measured as an individual difference
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variable. I sought to provide further evidence in support of my congruity hypothesis by directly
manipulating regulatory focus within the advertisement in Study 2.

Study 2: The Frame Compatibility Effect
Study Design and Sample
This study employed a 2 (hedonic frame: pain vs. pleasure) × 2 (regulatory frame:
promotion vs. prevention) between-subjects design. A total of 147 usable responses were
collected on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (Buhrmester, Kwang, & Gosling, 2011; Paolacci,
Chandler, & Ipeirotis, 2010). In terms of demographics, the mean age of the sample was 34.7
years (ranging 18-69), 54.4 percent of the respondents were male, 78.2 percent were Caucasian,
61.1 percent had a four-year college degree, and 60.5 percent earned more than $40,000 annually.

Procedure and Stimuli
First, all participants were instructed to read a brief introduction to Thai massage
(including a photo showing different yoga-like postures):

Thai massage is an ancient healing system combining acupressure, Indian
Ayurvedic principles, and assisted yoga postures. The receiver will be positioned in
a variety of yoga-like positions during the course of the massage that are also
combined with deep static and rhythmic pressures. This may include pulling fingers,
toes, ears, cracking knuckles, walking on the recipient's back, and moving the
recipient's body into many different positions. There is a standard procedure and
rhythm to the massage, which the giver will adjust to fit the receiver.
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Next, participants were randomly assigned to view one of the four Thai massage
advertisements (see Appendix B). For the hedonic frame manipulation, the pain version had the
slogan “Good Pain Thai Massage―Extraordinary Pain for Extraordinary Results” whereas the
pleasure version used “Simple Pleasure Thai Massage―Extraordinary Pleasure with
Extraordinary Results.” For the regulatory frame manipulation, the promotion version
emphasized Thai massage’s health-promotion effects (e.g., create energy, boost brain
functionality, increase muscle flexibility) whereas the prevention version focused on the illnessprevention effects (e.g., alleviate fatigue, prevent decay in brain functionality, reduce muscle
stiffness). Finally, participants were instructed to complete measures assessing negative affect,
positive affect, brand evaluation, felt discomfort, manipulation checks and demographic
questions.

Measures
Negative affect was measured using nine items (nervous, worried, tense, depressed, sad,
miserable, scared, afraid, panicky; α = .96) and positive affect was measured using nine items
(happy, pleased, joyful, excited, thrilled, enthusiastic, surprised, amazed, astonished; α = .95)
adapted from Richins (1997). Brand evaluation was assessed using three items (negative/positive,
unfavorable/favorable, bad/good; α = .96) adapted from Lee and Aaker (2004). Felt discomfort
was captured by asking participants the extent to which they felt uncomfortable, conflicted, or
confused while they were reviewing the advertisement (α = .83), adapted from Williams and
Aaker (2002). Familiarity was assessed by asking participants “how familiar are you with Thai
massage?” and “how much prior experience do you have with Thai massage?” (r = .80, p < .001).
Familiarity was included as a covariate in the statistical analyses. All constructs were measured
on seven-point scales (see Appendix D).
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To check the manipulation of hedonic frame, I asked participants the extent to which pain
(1) or pleasure (7) was emphasized in the Thai massage advertisement. To check the
manipulation of regulatory frame, I asked participants the extent to which health-promotion
effects (1) or illness-prevention effects (7) were emphasized in the Thai massage advertisement.
To assess the realism of ad stimuli, I asked participants the extent to which they thought the
advertisement was realistic (1 = highly unrealistic, 7 = highly realistic).

Results
Manipulation Checks
A two-way ANOVA on the hedonic frame scores indicated a significant difference
between the pain-frame condition (M = 2.12) and the pleasure-frame condition (M = 4.74; F(1,
143) = 68.89, p < .001). A two-way ANOVA on the regulatory frame scores indicated a
significant difference between the promotion-focus condition (M = 1.98) and the preventionfocus condition (M = 5.11; F(1, 143) = 89.44, p < .001). Furthermore, the mean rating on stimuli
realism was 5.54, indicating that participants in this study perceived the ad stimuli to reflect reallife advertisements. There was no difference in the realism rating across conditions. In
conclusion, our experimental manipulations were effective.

Brand Evaluation
A two-way ANCOVA on brand evaluation (using familiarity as a covariate) revealed that
only the hedonic frame × regulatory frame interaction was significant (F(1, 142) = 13.29, p <
.001), visualized in Figure 6. In the pain-frame condition, the promotion-focused appeal (M =
5.62) generated higher brand evaluations than the prevention-focused appeal (M = 4.94; F(1, 142)
= 6.98, p < .01), supporting H4a. Conversely, in the pleasure-frame condition, the prevention-
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focused appeal (M = 5.94) led to higher brand evaluations than the promotion-focused appeal (M
= 5.25; F(1, 142) = 6.45, p < .05), which is congruent with H4b.

Figure 6: Effects of hedonic frame and regulatory frame on brand evaluation

Felt Discomfort
A two-way ANCOVA on felt discomfort revealed only a significant hedonic frame ×
regulatory frame interaction (F(1, 142) = 12.40, p < .001), visualized in Figure 7. In the painframe condition, the prevention-focused appeal (M = 2.57) generated greater felt discomfort than
the promotion-focused appeal (M = 1.82; F(1, 142) = 6.08, p < .05), supporting H5a. Conversely,
in the pleasure-frame condition, the promotion-focused appeal (M = 2.57) led to greater felt
discomfort than the prevention-focused appeal (M = 1.74; F(1, 142) = 7.04, p < .001), which is
consistent with H5b.
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Figure 7: Effects of hedonic frame and regulatory frame on felt discomfort

Negative Affect
A two-way ANCOVA on negative affect indicated that only the hedonic frame ×
regulatory frame interaction was significant (F(1, 142) = 5.03, p < .05), visualized in Figure 8. In
the pain-frame condition, the prevention-focused appeal (M = 2.11) generated greater negative
affect than the promotion-focused appeal (M = 1.61; F(1, 142) = 4.06, p < .05). However, in the
pleasure-frame condition, there was no difference between the promotion-focused appeal (M =
2.06) and the prevention-focused appeal (M = 1.74; F(1, 142) = 1.54, ns). This pattern of results
replicates findings in Study 1.

Figure 8: Effects of hedonic frame and regulatory frame on negative affect
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Positive Affect
A two-way ANCOVA on positive affect revealed that only the hedonic frame ×
regulatory frame interaction is significant (F(1, 142) = 8.34, p < .001), visualized in Figure 9. In
the pain-frame condition, the promotion-focused appeal (M = 3.71) generated greater positive
affect than the prevention-focused appeal (M = 2.98; F(1, 142) = 5.14, p < .05). Conversely, in
the pleasure-frame condition, the prevention-focused appeal (M = 4.01) led to marginally greater
positive affect than the promotion-focused appeal (M = 3.38; F(1, 142) = 3.59, p = .06). This
pattern of results is similar to findings in Study 1. A summary of marginal means (standard
errors) is presented in Table 2.

Figure 9: Effects of hedonic frame and regulatory frame on positive affect
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Table 2: A summary of marginal means (standard errors)
Experimental Conditions

Response Variables

Hedonic

Regulatory

Brand

Felt

Negative

Positive

Frame

Frame

Evaluation

Discomfort

Affect

Affect

Promotion

5.62 (.18)

1.82 (.21)

1.61 (.17)

3.71 (.22)

Prevention

4.94 (.19)

2.57 (.23)

2.11 (.18)

2.98 (.24)

Promotion

5.25 (.20)

2.57 (.24)

2.06 (.19)

3.38 (.25)

Prevention

5.94 (.19)

1.74 (.22)

1.74 (.18)

4.01 (.23)

Pain

Pleasure

Mediation Analysis for Felt Discomfort
I conducted a moderated mediation analysis using the bootstrapping approach (Hayes,
2013). In the model (see Figure 10), regulatory frame was entered as the independent variable,
hedonic frame was the moderator, felt discomfort was the mediator, and brand evaluation was the
dependent variable. Familiarity was included as a covariate. Bootstrapping results revealed that
the impact of the two-way interaction on brand evaluation was mediated by felt discomfort
(indirect effect = .58; 95% CI = .2809 to 1.0306). Specifically, felt discomfort mediated the
impact of regulatory frame on brand evaluation in the pain-frame condition (indirect effect = -.27;
95% CI = -.5126 to -.0783) as well as in the pleasure-frame condition (indirect effect = .30; 95%
CI = .0756 to .6556). These results are consistent with H6.
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Figure 10: A mediation model for felt discomfort

Mediation Analysis for Negative and Positive Affect
I conducted a moderated mediation analysis using the bootstrapping approach (Hayes,
2013). In the model (see Figure 11), regulatory frame was entered as the independent variable,
hedonic frame was the moderator, negative affect and positive affect were the mediators, and
brand evaluation was the dependent variable. Familiarity was included as a covariate.
Bootstrapping results revealed that the impact of the two-way interaction on brand evaluation was
mediated by negative affect (indirect effect = .30; 95% CI = .0728 to .6841) and positive affect
(indirect effect = .34; 95% CI = .0992 to .7096). Specifically, negative affect mediated the impact
of regulatory frame on brand evaluation in the pain-frame condition (indirect effect = -.19; 95%
CI = -.4376 to -.0214) but not in the pleasure-frame condition (indirect effect = .12; 95% CI = .0372 to .3887). In contrast, positive affect mediated the impact of regulatory frame on brand
evaluation in the pleasure-frame condition (indirect effect = .16; 95% CI = .0102 to .3835) but not
in the pain-frame condition (indirect effect = -.18; 95% CI = -.4183 to -.0230). These results
replicate the mediation findings in Study 1.
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Figure 11: A mediation model for negative and positive affect

Serial Mediation Analyses
Serial mediation analyses were utilized to gain further insight into the mediating roles of
negative affect, positive affect, and felt discomfort in a comprehensive picture. I argue that the
incompatibility of hedonic frame and regulatory frame will generate negative affect, which leads
to felt discomfort, and consequently, decreases brand evaluations (i.e., frame compatibility ->
negative affect -> felt discomfort -> brand evaluation). In order to run serial mediations, I created
a new variable “frame compatibility” by coding a high compatibility condition (i.e.,
pain/promotion, pleasure/prevention) and a low compatibility condition (i.e., pain/prevention,
pleasure/promotion). The serial mediation models are presented in Figure 12. Familiarity was
included as a covariate.
The first model examined the “frame compatibility -> negative affect -> felt discomfort > brand evaluation” process. Consistent with my prediction, bootstrapping results revealed that
the “frame compatibility -> negative affect -> felt discomfort -> brand evaluation” path was
significant (indirect effect = -.09; 95% CI = -.0182 to -.2223). The second model tested the
“frame compatibility -> positive affect -> felt discomfort -> brand evaluation” process. However,
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the results showed that this serial path was not significant (indirect effect = -.01; 95% CI = -.0279
to .0598). In conclusion, results from serial mediation analyses suggested that negative affect (but
not positive affect) was a source of felt discomfort, and consequently, influenced brand
evaluation.

Figure 12: Serial mediation models

Discussion
Study 2 examined the “frame compatibility effect.” By manipulating regulatory focus
within the advertising messages, the results provided further support for my hypothesis that a pain
(pleasure) frame should be more congruent with a promotion (prevention) focus. Specifically,
participants indicated more favorable brand evaluations when a pain frame was paired with
promotion-focused (vs. prevention-focused) messages and when a pleasure frame was paired with
prevention-focused (vs. promotion-focused) messages. The moderated mediation analysis
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demonstrated that the impact of hedonic frame and regulatory frame on brand evaluation was
mediated by felt discomfort. Furthermore, I showed that negative affect and positive affect also
mediated the frame compatibility effect, replicating findings in Study 1. Results from serial
mediation analyses revealed that that negative affect (but not positive affect) was a source of felt
discomfort, supporting the “frame compatibility -> negative affect -> felt discomfort -> brand
evaluation” serial path.
While the results from Study 1 & 2 provided convergent evidence for the proposed
regulatory fit effect, several concerns deserve attention. First, direct evidence that a pain frame
leads to greater perceived risk than a pleasure frame is still lacking. Second, negative affect was
measured prior to positive affect in both experiments, which might potentially call greater
attention to negative feelings. Finally, service guarantees are commonly used to offset consumers’
risk aversion in purchasing services and there is a need to understand the role of service
guarantees in selling pleasurable pain. In Study 3, I examined whether consumers indeed perceive
greater risk when a pain (vs. pleasure) frame was employed and whether the presence of service
guarantees lowers perceived risk. In addition, negative affect and positive affect measures were
counterbalanced to rule out the order effect. Moreover, I investigated the three-way interaction of
hedonic frame, service guarantee, and regulatory focus on brand evaluation and the underlying
mechanisms explaining these effects.

Study 3: Offering Service Guarantee
Study Design and Sample
This experiment utilized a 2 (hedonic frame: pain vs. pleasure) × 2 (regulatory focus:
promotion vs. prevention) × 2 (service guarantee: absent vs. present) between-subjects design. A
total of 247 usable responses were collected on Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (Buhrmester, Kwang,
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& Gosling, 2011; Paolacci, Chandler, & Ipeirotis, 2010). In terms of demographics, the mean age
of the sample was 36.7 years (ranging 18-80), 53.8 percent of the respondents were male, 81.4
percent were Caucasian, 66.0 percent earned a four-year college degree, and 66.8 percent earned
more than $40,000 annually.

Procedure and Stimuli
Regulatory focus was primed using a well-established procedure (Higgins, Roney,
Crowe, & Hymes, 1994; Liberman, Molden, Idson, & Higgins, 2001; Scholer, Ozaki, & Higgins,
2014). Participants in the promotion focus condition were asked to write down their current
“hopes and aspirations” and to explain how the current “hopes and aspirations” differ from those
they had when growing up. Conversely, participants in the prevention focus condition were
instructed to write down their current “duties and obligations” and to explain the differences
between their current “duties and obligations” and those they had when growing up.
Hedonic frame and service guarantee were manipulated within the advertisements (see
Appendix C). For the hedonic frame manipulation, the pain version had the slogan “2016
BUCKET LIST: Jump At The Speed Of Pain!” whereas the pleasure version used “2016
BUCKET LIST: Jump At The Speed Of Pleasure!” Facial expressions of pain or pleasure were
inserted in the appeals. For the service guarantee manipulation, the following information was
present or absent in the advertisement: “100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEE―MONEY
BACK if you are not satisfied with your experience.” Participants were randomly assigned to
view one of the four skydiving advertisements. Finally, participants were asked to complete the
survey questions.
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Measures
Negative affect was measured using nine items (nervous, worried, tense, depressed, sad,
miserable, scared, afraid, panicky; α = .94) and positive affect was measured using nine items
(happy, pleased, joyful, excited, thrilled, enthusiastic, surprised, amazed, astonished; α = .96)
adapted from Richins (1997). The negative affect and positive affect measures were
counterbalanced; a follow-up analysis revealed no order effect. Brand evaluation was assessed
using three items (negative/positive, unfavorable/favorable, bad/good; α = .97) adapted from Lee
and Aaker (2004). Perceived risk was measured by asking participant the extent to which they
“consider the advertised experience risky,” “are concerned about the advertised experience,” and
“are worried about the advertised experience” (not at all/extremely; α = .86), adapted from
Campbell and Goodstein (2001). Familiarity was assessed by asking participants “how familiar
are you with skydiving?” and “how much prior experience do you have with skydiving?” (r = .74,
p < .001). Health status was measured by asking participants to indicate their current health status
(not at all healthy/very healthy) and the extent to which the advertised experience is suitable for
their current health status (not at all suitable/very much suitable; r = .62, p < .001). Familiarity
and health status were included as covariates in the statistical analyses. All constructs were
measured on seven-point scales (see Appendix D).
To check the manipulation of regulatory focus, I asked participants to indicate the extent
to which the information they provided about themselves was focused on “responsibilities
(1)/hopes (7)” and “obligations (1)/aspirations (7)” (r = .97, p < .001). To check the manipulation
of hedonic frame, I asked participants to indicate the extent to which pain (1) or pleasure (7) was
emphasized in the skydiving advertisement. Furthermore, I asked participants whether a customer
satisfaction guarantee was included in the advertisement (1 = strongly disagree, 7 = strongly
agree). I also asked participants the extent to which they thought the advertisement was realistic
(1 = highly unrealistic, 7 = highly realistic).
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Results
Manipulation Checks
A three-way ANOVA on regulatory focus scores indicated a significant difference
between the promotion-focus condition (M = 6.22) and prevention-focus condition (M = 1.79;
F(1, 239) = 524.31, p < .001). A three-way ANOVA on hedonic frame scores showed a
significant difference between the pain frame condition (M = 1.90) and pleasure frame condition
(M = 6.61; F(1, 239) = 570.86, p < .001). A three-way ANOVA on service guarantee scores
revealed a significant difference between the absence condition (M = 3.27) and presence
condition (M = 5.13; F(1, 239) = 54.26, p < .001). In addition, I examined whether the hedonic
frame and service guarantee manipulations influenced participants’ risk perceptions as intended.
A three-way ANOVA on perceived risk revealed a main effect of hedonic frame (F(1, 239) =
6.17, p < .05), such that the pain frame lead to higher perceived risk (M = 5.43) than the pleasure
frame (M = 4.92); there was also a main effect of service guarantee (F(1, 239) = 4.08, p < .05),
such that perceived risk was higher when the service guarantee was absent (M = 5.38) as opposed
to present (M = 4.96). Furthermore, the mean rating on stimuli realism was 5.33, indicating that
participants in this study perceived the ad stimuli to reflect real-life advertisements. There was no
difference in the realism rating across conditions. In conclusion, our experimental manipulations
were effective.

Brand Evaluation
A three-way ANCOVA on brand evaluation (using familiarity and health status as
covariates) revealed that the hedonic frame × regulatory focus interaction (F(1, 237) = 5.29, p <
.05), service guarantee × regulatory focus interaction (F(1, 237) = 5.75, p < .05), and the threeway interaction (F(1, 237) = 9.74, p < .01) were significant (see Figure 13). In the pain-frame
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condition, promotion-focused individuals indicated higher brand evaluations when the service
guarantee was absent (M = 5.19) than when it was present (M = 4.08; F(1, 237) = 4.96, p < .05);
conversely, prevention-focus focused individuals gave higher brand evaluations when the service
guarantee was present (M = 4.80) as opposed to absent (M = 3.39; F(1, 237) = 12.31, p < .001).
As expected, such effects were not observed in the pleasure-frame condition: service guarantees
did not influence brand evaluations among promotion-focused individuals (M = 4.34 vs. M =
4.66; F(1, 237) = .003, ns) or prevention-focused individuals (M = 5.05 vs. M = 5.02; F(1, 237) =
.32, ns). These results are congruent with H8.

Figure 13: Effects of hedonic frame, regulatory focus, and service guarantee on brand evaluation

Furthermore, I analyzed the data by service guarantee conditions to see if it replicated
findings from the previous studies. In the guarantee-absence condition (black bars in Figure 13),
there was a significant hedonic frame × regulatory focus interaction (F(1, 237) = 14.28, p < .001)
on brand evaluation. Specifically, in the pain-frame condition, promotion-focused individuals (M
= 5.19) gave higher evaluations than their prevention-focused counterparts (M = 3.39; F(1, 237) =
16.25, p < .001); conversely, in the pleasure-frame condition, prevention-focused individuals (M
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= 5.05) gave higher brand evaluations than promotion-focused individuals (M = 4.38), although
this effect was only directional (F(1, 237) = 1.58, p = .21). This pattern of results is consistent
with findings in Study 1 and Study 2. In the guarantee-presence condition (white bars in Figure
13), however, no main effects or interactions terms were significant (F < 2.92). A summary of
marginal means (standard errors) is provided in Table 3.

Table 3: A summary of marginal means (standard errors)
Experimental Conditions
Hedonic Frame

Regulatory Focus

Response Variable
Service Guarantee

Brand Evaluation

Absent

5.19 (.33)

Present

4.08 (.38)

Absent

3.39 (.33)

Present

4.80 (.26)

Absent

4.38 (.32)

Present

4.66 (.31)

Absent

5.05 (.36)

Present

5.02 (.30)

Promotion
Pain
Prevention
Promotion
Pleasure
Prevention

Mediation Analysis for Negative and Positive Affect
I conducted a moderated mediation analysis using the bootstrapping approach (Hayes,
2013). In the model (see Figure 14), regulatory focus was the independent variable, hedonic
frame and service guarantee were the moderators, negative affect and positive affect were the
mediators, and brand evaluation was the dependent variable. Familiarity and health status were
included as covariates. Bootstrapping results indicated that the effects of the three-way interaction
on brand evaluation were mediated by both negative affect (indirect effect = -.58; 95% CI = -
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1.3622 to -.0309) and positive affect (indirect effect = -.67; 95% CI = -1.495 to -.0727) as the
indirect effects excluded zero.

Figure 14: A mediation model for negative and positive affect

Discussion
This study examined a boundary condition where service guarantees were offered.
Results from Study 3 confirmed my predications. Specifically, in the pain-frame condition,
offering service guarantees boosted brand evaluation among prevention-focused individuals as
they strive to avoid risk; conversely, this strategy backfired among promotion-focused individuals
as they are risk seekers. In the pleasure frame condition where risk was less salient, brand
evaluation was unaffected by service guarantees. Moreover, the mediation analysis revealed that
negative affect and positive affect mediated the three-way interaction of hedonic frame,
regulatory focus, and service guarantee on brand evaluation. These results provide convergent
evidence that ad-induced affect as a function of regulatory focus is crucial in understanding the
effectiveness of hedonic appeals.
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CHAPTER 4
GENERAL DISCUSSION
This dissertation examins the effectiveness of pain versus pleasure appeals in a variety of
service contexts. Drawing on regulatory focus theory, this research demonstrates that the pain
frame―signaling risk involved in a service experience―is more congruent with a promotion
focus that motivates risk taking; in contrast, the pleasure frame better matches a prevention focus
as it relates to risk aversion. Specifically, the pain frame leads to higher brand evaluations among
consumers with a chronic promotion focus, whereas the pleasure frame generates more favorable
brand evaluations among consumers with a chronic prevention focus (Study 1). In addition, the
results show that brand evaluations are enhanced when pairing the pain frame with promotionfocused information and when pairing the pleasure frame with prevention-focused information in
the advertisement; the underlying reason is that compatible (incompatible) advertising messages
reduce (increase) consumers’ felt discomfort (Study 2). Moreover, when the pain frame is
employed, offering service guarantees boosts brand evaluations among prevention-focused
consumers but backfires among their promotion-focused counterparts (Study 3). Across three
studies, mediation analyses suggest that negative affect and positive affect underlie the observed
interaction effects on brand evaluation.

Theoretical Implications
The present dissertation makes several theoretical contributions. First, it adds to the
hospitality and hedonic consumption literature by shedding light into consumers’ responses to
painful yet pleasurable services. While the hospitality and service industries sell a wide range of
painful experiences (e.g., thrill rides, massage therapy, extreme sports), the extant literature
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provides little guidance on how to market these services to consumers. Prior research on mixed
affective experiences has examined consumers’ affect coping mechanism with sequential
positive, neutral, and negative events (Labroo and Ramanathan, 2007; Lau-Gesk, 2005; Nelson
and Meyvis, 2008), however, little empirical attention has been devoted to understanding a single
service that delivers pain and pleasure simultaneously and why consumers purchase pleasurable
pain. The present dissertation addresses these gaps by painting a rich picture of the relationships
among hedonic appeals, risk taking, regulatory focus, affective experiences, and consumer
evaluations. Specifically, as “pain” signals risk, it elevates brand evaluations among promotionfocused individuals. In contrast, “pleasure” conveys safety and appeals to prevention-focused
individuals better. These results are consistent with prior research on the relationship between
regulatory focus and risk-taking propensity (Crowe & Higgins, 1997; Gino & Margolis, 2011;
Zhou & Pham, 2004). Furthermore, this research adds to the regulatory focus theory by
examining consumers’ affective experiences as a function of regulatory focus. The results reveal
that the pain (pleasure) frame elicits greater negative (positive) affect among prevention-focused
individuals than their promotion-focused counterparts. Hence, this dissertation also addresses the
hospitality literature’s lack of insight on affect ambivalence―a simultaneous experience of
positive and negative affect (Miao 2011) and bridges the hedonic consumption literature and the
regulatory focus literature.
Second, this dissertation extends research on service advertising by empirically testing
the effectiveness of hedonic appeals. While both pain and pleasure frames are widely used in the
hospitality industry, empirical research examining their relative effectiveness is lacking. This
neglect is surprising because an inappropriate advertisement could push consumers away,
opposing the purpose of advertising. Research on mixed emotional appeals―probably the most
relevant stream of research―has considered portraying sadness or happiness in advertisements
(Hong and Lee, 2010; Williams and Aaker, 2002), however, this line of work has focused on self44

generated affect (e.g., feeling happy or sad about moving to a new place, which is not induced by
the moving service) as opposed to service-generated affect (e.g., the feelings of pain and pleasure
from receiving a Thai massage). Moreover, as most services are designed to be enjoyable, the
existing service advertising research has primarily focused on appeals featuring a pleasant
experience (Labroo and Recker, 2010; Liu and Mattila, 2016; Mattila, 2000; Scott et al., 2013)
rather than a painful one. Hence, the present dissertation contributes the service advertising
literature by focusing on service-induced mixed affect and uncovering the effectiveness of pain
and pleasure appeals.
Third, this dissertation extends the regulatory fit literature by examining a novel fit
between hedonic frame and regulatory focus and operationalizing such fit effects in various
forms. Study 1 measures regulatory focus as a chronic trait and examines consumers’ natural
reactions to pain versus pleasure appeals. Study 2 demonstrates the “frame compatibility effect”
where regulatory focus is manipulated through advertising messages. Furthermore, this research
reveals that negative affect, positive affect, and felt discomfort are the psychological mechanism
explaining the regulatory fit effects. Specifically, serial mediation analyses suggest that “frame
compatibility -> negative affect -> felt discomfort -> decreased brand evaluation” is the
underlying process. Differing from prior regulatory fit research showing that persuasion through
regulatory fit is independent of affect (Avent & Higgins, 2003; Camacho, Higgins, & Lugar,
2003; Cesario at al., 2004; Higgins et al., 2003; Idson, Liberman, & Higgins, 2004), the present
dissertation demonstrates that negative and positive affect are crucial mediating variables in
understanding regulatory fit effects in service advertising. Findings of this research also advance
our understanding of a novel regulatory fit effect associated with hedonic consumption.
Finally, this dissertation adds to the service guarantee literature by examining boundary
conditions where offering service guarantees enhance or attenuate persuasion. The results suggest
that in the condition where pain is highlighted, offering service guarantees mitigate prevention45

focused individuals’ risk aversion, which is congruent with prior literature (Boshoff, 2002; Lei,
de Ruyter, & Wetzels, 2008; Shimp & Bearden, 1982). In addition, the present investigation
extends prior research by demonstrating that service guarantees negatively influence promotionfocused individuals’ reaction to the pain frame. Furthermore, offering service guarantees has
minimal effect on brand evaluation when a pleasure frame is employed. These findings provide a
deeper understanding of service guarantees in hospitality advertising.

Managerial Implications
This research also has important managerial implications. First, while advertisers usually
highlight the painful feelings generated from hospitality experiences like roller coaster rides, our
findings show that such an advertising strategy is not always effective. Although pain appeals are
highly appealing to people with a promotion focus, they backfire among prevention-focused
consumers. This is because pain appeals imply high levels of risk in the service, and
consequently, push away prevention-focused consumers who want to avoid risk. The findings
suggest that pleasure appeals, however, are appealing to consumers with a prevention focus.
Therefore, hospitality marketers should try to understand their target customers’ regulatory focus
and use the advertisements that are most appropriate. For example, the pain frame is likely to be
more effective among consumers in Western cultures as they tend to have a promotion focus,
whereas the pleasure frame might be more appealing to consumers in Eastern cultures as they are
more prevention focused. Furthermore, even within one culture, regulatory focus may temporarily
shift depending on the nature and occasion of the hedonic consumption. For example, the target
market of Disney’s thrill rides is families with kids, and the current dissertation suggests that
pleasure appeals might be more suitable as parents tend to have a prevention focus.
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The findings can also be utilized in online targeted advertising. In comparison with
traditional advertising channels, displaying tailored messages to consumers is much easier in the
online context (Aguirre et al., 2015; Tucker, 2014). Employing big data and dynamic targeting
technology, marketers can display the most effective advertisement to the specific consumer
based on the viewer’s unique profile (background and browsing data) (Lambrecht & Tucker,
2013). For example, pain appeals should be displayed to consumers who have recently searched
or purchased promotion-focused products and services (e.g., RedBull, teeth whitening kits, stock
investment), whereas pleasure appeals should be sent to consumers who have recently browsed or
used prevention-related products and services (e.g. insurances, flu shots, baby car seats).
Third, this research illustrates the “frame compatibility effect” and provides some
guidance on how to advertise hospitality services that offer promotion or prevention benefits
(e.g., massages, physical exercises). The findings indicate that a pain frame is best paired with
information regarding promotion benefits, whereas a pleasure frame is most suitable when
emphasizing prevention benefits. This is because compatible messages mitigate the feelings of
discomfort (Hong & Lee, 2010; Williams & Aaker, 2002), and as a result, consumers show more
favorable responses to the service brand. Therefore, hospitality marketers should pay attention to
the “fit” of messages when designing advertisements.
Finally, this research provides a practical guide for using services guarantees. In the
situation where a pain appeal is employed, offering service guarantees has opposing effects on
consumers with a promotion versus prevention focus. Specifically, promotion-focused individuals
are attracted to risk and thus respond negatively to the presence of service guarantees; conversely,
prevention-focused individuals’ responses are more positive as they want to minimize risk in the
service. In the situation where a pleasure appeal is used, however, offering service guarantees has
minimal impact on consumers’ brand evaluation. In conclusion, offering service guarantees is an
effective strategy only when a pain appeal is used and when the audience has a prevention focus.
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Limitations and Future Research
This research has several limitations. First, this research is limited to the experimental
setting. A field study examining consumers’ brand evaluations as well as actual purchase
behaviors would add credibility to my findings. Second, as the advertised pain was set at a
moderate level in the experiments, the findings are not generalizable to extreme levels of pain.
Future research could explore the interaction of regulatory focus and levels of pain portrayed in
an advertisement. Third, I only examined appeals that emphasized either pain or pleasure. Future
research can explore the effectiveness of mixed pain and pleasure appeals, for example,
describing painful as well as pleasurable feelings in a massage therapy. Finally, it would be
interesting to investigate the order or adaption of pain and pleasure messages, for example, a
massage experience that is ascending (e.g., “It is painful at the beginning, but becomes very
pleasurable as you get used to it”) or descending (e.g., “It starts with pleasurable and light
presses, but gets stronger and might cause some pain”).
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APPENDICES
Appendix A. Advertisement Stimuli for Study 1 (Roller Coaster)
Pain Frame

Pleasure Frame
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Appendix B. Advertisement Stimuli for Study 2 (Thai Massage)

Thai massage is an ancient healing system combining acupressure,
Indian Ayurvedic principles, and assisted yoga postures. The receiver will
be positioned in a variety of yoga-like positions during the course of the
massage that are also combined with deep static and rhythmic pressures.
This may include pulling fingers, toes, ears, cracking knuckles, walking on
the recipient's back, and moving the recipient's body into many different
positions. There is a standard procedure and rhythm to the massage, which
the giver will adjust to fit the receiver.

Pain/Promotion
(High Compatibility)

Pain/Prevention
(Low Compatibility)
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Pleasure/Promotion
(Low Compatibility)

Pleasure/Prevention
(High Compatibility)
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Appendix C. Advertisement Stimuli for Study 3 (Skydiving)
Pain Frame
Guarantee absent

Guarantee present
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Pleasure Frame
Guarantee absent

Guarantee present
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Appendix D. Survey Measures
Regulatory Focus Questionnaire (Higgins et al., 2001) – Study 1
This set of questions asks you HOW FREQUENTLY specific events actually occur or have
occurred in your life. Please indicate your answer to each question by choosing the appropriate
number below it.
1) Compared to most people, are you typically unable to get what you want out of life? (R)
Never or seldom

Sometimes

Very often

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

2) Growing up, would you ever “cross the line” by doing things that your parents would not
tolerate? (R)
Never or seldom

Sometimes

Very often

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

3) How often have you accomplished things that got you “psyched”‘ to work even harder?
Never or seldom

A few times

Many times

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

4) Did you get on your parents’ nerves often when you were growing up? (R)
Never or seldom

Sometimes

Very often

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

5) How often did you obey rules and regulations that were established by your parents?
Never or seldom

Sometimes

Always

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

6) Growing up, did you ever act in ways that your parents thought were objectionable? (R)
Never or seldom

Sometimes

Very often

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

7) Do you often do well at different things that you try?
Never or seldom

Sometimes

Very often

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

8) Not being careful enough has gotten me into trouble at times. (R)
Never or seldom
1

Sometimes
2

3

4

Very often
5

6

7
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◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

9) When it comes to achieving things that are important to me, I find that I don’t perform as well
as I ideally would like to do. (R)
Never true

Sometimes
true

Very often
true

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

10) I feel like I have made progress toward being successful in my life.
Certainly false

Certainly
true

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

11) I have found very few hobbies or activities in my life that capture my interest or motivate me
to put effort into them. (R)
Certainly false

Certainly
true

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

◯

*Note: Promotion items: 1, 3, 7, 9, 10, and 11; Prevention items: 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8; R: reversed
coding.

Negative Affect (Richins, 1997) – Study 1, 2, 3
Please indicate how you feel when viewing this advertisement on the following scale:
Not at all
1
2
3
4
5
6
Nervous
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
Worried
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
Tense
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
Depressed
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
Sad
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
Miserable
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
Scared
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
Afraid
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
Panicky
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
Unfulfilled
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯

A lot
7
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯

Positive Affect (Richins, 1997) – Study 1, 2, 3
Please indicate how you feel when viewing this advertisement on the following scale:
Not at all

A lot
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Happy
Pleased
Joyful
Excited
Thrilled
Enthusiastic
Surprised
Amazed
Astonished
Fulfilled

1
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯

2
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯

3
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯

4
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯

Brand Evaluation (Lee and Aaker, 2004) – Study 1, 2, 3
Overall, how would you rate the advertised experience?
1
2
3
4
Negative
◯
◯
◯
◯
Unfavorable
◯
◯
◯
◯
Bad
◯
◯
◯
◯

5
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯

5
◯
◯
◯

Felt Discomfort (Williams and Aaker, 2002) – Study 2
How did you feel while you were reviewing the advertisement?
Not at all
1
2
3
4
I felt uncomfortable.
◯
◯
◯
◯
I felt conflicted.
◯
◯
◯
◯
I felt confused.
◯
◯
◯
◯

6
◯
◯
◯

5
◯
◯
◯

6
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯

7
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯
◯

7
◯
◯
◯

Positive
Favorable
Good

6
◯
◯
◯

A lot
7
◯
◯
◯
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